The Java programming language with its portability, object-oriented model, support for multithreading, distributed programming, and garbage collection features is becoming the language of choice for the development of large-scale distributed applications. Without a suitable performance analysis tool for Java programs, however, it is often di cult to analyze the programs for performance-tuning problems. The pro ler included in Sun's Java Virtual Machine (JVM) does not provide su ciently detailed trace information to address performance issues in large applications. Also, it does not support the tracing of client-server applications which are very important for analysis of distributed systems. The JaViz Java performance analysis tool generates execution traces with su cient detail to determine program hot-spots, including remote method calls, in a distributed Java application program. JaViz provides a graphical display of the program execution tree in the form of a call-graph for ease of visualization. A number of features allow users to analyze the execution tree for performance-tuning problems more easily than other Java performance monitoring tools. This paper describes detailed implementation of the JaViz tool set. The usability and functionality of the JaViz tool set is demonstrated by applying it to an example distributed Java application program.
Introduction
The Java programming language presents several features that appeal to developers of large-scale distributed systems. Features such as write-once, run-anywhere portability; portable support for multithreaded programming; support for distributed programming, including remote method invocation; garbage collection; and an appealing object model have encouraged Java use for systems with a size and complexity far beyond small applets. Larger applications, however, encounter performance problems that may never bother users of small applications. The developers of these applications typically encounter four types of problems:
Ine cient methods. Methods coded for exibility and generality can cause signi cant performance problems when used extensively in larger applications. For example, developers often discover that an inordinate amount of time is spent in certain Java string package methods.
Distributed applications. Large-scale client-server applications distribute objects and then execute across multiple machines. A critical step in performance tuning for these distributed applications is the identi cation of hot-spots where there is extensive remote method invocation (RMI).
Synchronized methods. Synchronized methods force mutually exclusive access to protected objects.
Signi cant contention due to a synchronized method can cause performance to su er greatly.
Memory management. The Sun JVM garbage collector appears to have been optimized for applications with a relatively small memory footprint. As a result, large applications can experience unacceptably large and unpredictable delays during garbage collection.
The JaViz performance visualization tool presented in this paper is currently designed to address primarily the rst two of these problems. However, it can be extended to address the remaining two issues as well.
Existing Tools
JaViz was developed to supplement, rather than replace, existing Java performance analysis tools such as the pro ler included in Sun's Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 3], the Hyperprof tool 2], the Pro le Viewer tool 6], the JProbe tool 4], and the OptimizeIt tool 5]. Sun's JVM 3], for instance, provides a pro ling option to count method invocations both individually and by caller-callee pairs. It also provides information about average method execution time. The Hyperprof tool 2] can display these trace les as a hyperbolic tree, allowing users to look at the time involved in each method, the methods called by each method, and so forth. The Pro le Viewer tool 6] also uses the pro le generated by Sun's JVM to display the caller-callee relationships with timing information. Due to the coarse granularity of the underlying trace, however, it is not possible to determine whether methods have high or low execution time variances or whether method execution time varies based on the caller's context and parameters. Also, it is not possible to trace execution threads at all, let alone across JVM boundaries when RMI calls are made. The JProbe 4] and the OptimizeIt 5] pro ling tools provide a powerful graphical analyzer to identify performance bottlenecks in Java programs, but do not support tracing of client-server activities.
To supplement Java's existing pro ling support, JaViz focuses on a detailed method-level trace with enough detail to resolve RMI calls between traces. Given the extreme amount of data that could be traced, it is particularly important to minimize the tracing overhead both through careful design and by allowing users to control the set of methods to trace. Finally, it is expected that users would be unable to directly perceive and process the large volume of data created by a set of method-level traces. Accordingly, JaViz incorporates visualization and statistical analysis tools to help users understand the trace results.
Requirements
Several functionality, performance, and usability requirements drove the development of this new performance visualization tool. { The ability to resolve a method call trace into an execution tree, with callers being parents of callees. This tree should include all threads of execution with a thread's run method appearing as the child of the method that invoked it.
{ The ability to build a tree of execution that spans multiple JVMs. This tree should be rooted at the call to main from one JVM, and should include all local and remote method calls executed.
{ The ability to correctly build each of these trees from the remaining method calls when certain method calls are omitted for trace-generation e ciency.
Performance Requirements { An implementation that does not excessively distort the performance pro le of the applications being traced. { An implementation that allows traces to be generated as quickly as feasible.
{ User control over the methods to be traced. For example, users should be permitted to avoid tracing Java library methods if they are only interested in performance issues in their own code.
Usability Requirements { An easy-to-use tracing and trace-processing environment.
{ An easy-to-use interface for exploring trace results.
The remainder of this paper describes the JaViz performance analysis tool set and its implementation and use. Section 2 describes the tools in detail, focusing on what they accomplish and how they work together.
Section 3 describes the implementation of the tools, including the modi cations needed to the JVM to generate traces, the algorithms for resolving RMI calls across traces, and the algorithms for processing traces into execution trees. Section 4 presents an example of the use of the system. Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions and some future enhancements planned for the JaViz tool set.
2 The JaViz Performance Visualization Tool Set JaViz provides an execution pro le of a Java program in the form of an execution tree that shows the callercallee relationship of the method calls in the program with the callers being the parents of the called methods in the tree. An execution tree represents the call-graph of a single client or server program. Thus, in a clientserver environment with n di erent client or server JVMs, JaViz will generate n di erent execution trees representing the execution pro le of each client or server. The execution tree shows all method calls that were invoked as part of the corresponding client's (or server's) execution. Thus, RMI calls that originated from the client program to be executed on other server JVMs will be included in the client's execution tree.
On the other hand, incoming RMI calls that executed on the client JVM, which acted as a server for the RMI, will be excluded from its execution tree as they are part of another client's execution.
As shown in Figure 1 , JaViz consists of three major components: an instrumented JVM that has been modi ed to trace method calls, a set of postprocessing tools that resolve remote method calls and generate statistics, and a visualization tool. Java class les are executed by the instrumented JVM to generate the execution traces. These trace les are then postprocessed to generate the dynamic execution tree. The rst step in the postprocessing phase merges the traces from multiple JVMs to follow the RMI invocations. These merged traces are further processed to build the execution call-graph tree, which can then be displayed by the visualizer. During the merge step, some performance statistics for each method are gathered and fed to the visualizer to be displayed along with each method call. The following subsections provide more details about each of these components of JaViz.
Instrumented JVM
There are several di erent techniques for collecting runtime execution information, including techniques such as sampling and direct instrumentation 1]. Sampling requires the running application to be stopped periodically to obtain information on methods that are currently being executed. The accuracy of the information obtained through sampling is determined by the sampling frequency. A higher sampling frequency can provide more detailed information, but this greater detail comes at the expense of greater perturbation of the executing program. Direct instrumentation, on the other hand, adds code to the JVM to directly measure method execution times. This approach provides more precise information than sampling since no execution steps are missed. However, the additional instrumentation code may produce greater perturbations than sampling. Nevertheless, JaViz uses direct instrumentation to provide detailed information about each method's execution. To minimize perturbation, the JVM was modi ed only to the extent necessary to generate enough detailed trace information to visualize the execution call-graph. The amount of perturbation is also accounted for and later removed from the nal performance data.
As a Java program is executed by the instrumented JVM, three trace les are generated, as shown in 
Postprocessing
The information in the trace les generated by the instrumented JVM needs to be further processed to generate the dynamic execution tree of the Java program in a form that facilitates the visualization process.
This postprocessing is done in two separate steps. In the rst step, called the merge step, the client and server pro les are merged to produce complete traces for each Java Virtual Machine. During this merge process, runtime statistics are gathered for the method calls in the trace les. These statistics are subsequently displayed by the visualizer. The tree generation step follows the merge step to generate the dynamic execution tree for a given program by processing the merged trace.
Merge Step
Once all of the client and server programs have completed execution, trace les from each JVM involved in a distributed program are available for further processing. At most three trace les are generated per JVM -the detailed trace (.prf), the client pro le (.clp), and the server pro le (.svp). These les are merged to produce one detailed trace for each JVM that contains all of the relevant information, including the clientserver activity. Using the client and server pro les of the di erent JVMs, the merge process tracks remote method calls made by any JVM from the client side detailed trace to the server side detailed trace. At the end of this step, the merged detailed trace of each JVM (the .mrg le) contains pointers to the merged trace les of the other JVMs such that the path of every remote call from the client to the server can be uniquely identi ed.
Tree Generation
The tree generation step analyzes the merged trace les to create an output le containing the dynamic execution tree for a given client or server program. This output le is used by the visualizer to display the call-graph. As stated earlier, each .mrg le contains trace information for a particular JVM with links to other .mrg les for the remote calls made to those JVMs. To generate the dynamic execution tree for a given client or server, the tree generation step must follow these RMI links to the .mrg les of the other JVMs and extract the detailed trace information related to the RMI call to be merged into the execution pro le for the desired client or server.
The tree generation step takes the .mrg le corresponding to the desired client or server as its input.
It processes each method call in the trace le and writes a corresponding record to the output .jta le. If the current method call being processed is an RMI, it goes to the appropriate .mrg le and picks up the corresponding traces from there. Each record in the .jta le, which corresponds to a single method invocation, contains a pointer to its parent method and a pointer to its last child method. Each child method has a pointer to its previous sibling method. In addition to the parent-child links to re ect the call-graph, each record contains such information as the number of methods invoked by this method, the time when the method started, the time when it completed, the thread executing this method, the method identi er of the method call being represented, and the speci c JVM on which the method is executed. The information provided in the .jta le makes it more e cient for the visualizer to display the call-graph. To allow the visualizer to display the corresponding method names, a mapping of method identi ers to method names are provided in a .mth le.
Runtime Statistics Generation
To facilitate the performance analysis of the call-graph, statistical information about each of the methods in the program is gathered in the merge step. Each detailed .prf trace le is analyzed to gather the total number of calls made to each method, the maximum, minimum, and average execution times, and the standard deviation of the execution time for each method. The statistics are written in the .stt le listing each method id along with its corresponding statistics. A mapping of the method ids to the actual method names is provided in the .idx le. The statistics are subsequently displayed by the visualizer when a node is selected in the call-graph.
Visualizer
The visualizer is the last component of the JaViz tool set. It reads the .jta output le of the postprocessing step, which contains the dynamic execution tree of a program, and graphically displays it as a tree with detailed node information. The visualizer provides the user with the ability to navigate through the tree nodes, expand and contract the tree, search for methods with particular attributes, and map method attributes to graphical display parameters, such as color, size, and arc width, to make it easier to identify program areas of interest. The visualizer consists of two windows, the tree window and the node information window, as shown in Figure 2 . The tree window displays the graphic representation of the execution tree. Initially, the tree displays only the root node. The user then can select the root and visualize the children nodes of the root.
The user can then select any other node and visualize its children in the same way. At any instance, the tree window shows all of the open nodes and arcs with the currently selected node highlighted by a star pattern.
Leaf nodes are displayed with an underscore to indicate that these nodes cannot be explored further.
The node information window displays data about the currently selected method node. Table 1 lists the information displayed in this window. Note: there are some discrepancies in the eld names shown in the visualizer window in Figure 2 with those listed in Table 1 . The nal draft of the paper will inlcude the visualizer output with the correct eld names.] In the current implementation of JaViz, the statistics generated during the postprocessing step are not displayed in the node information window. The next version of the visualizer will display the statistics for the selected node along with the other information already displayed in the node information window.
Method Name Name of the method represented by the node Caller Name Name of the method that called the current node Machine Name Name of the JVM on which the method executed Thread ID A number identifying the thread that executed the method Start Time
The time in microseconds when the method started End Time
The time in microseconds when the method completed Elapsed Time
The total execution time, in microseconds, of the method Number of Calls
The number of subsequent method calls in the subtree rooted at this method call Total Number of Calls The total number of times this method is called in the program Total Time
The total time this method took to execute over all its invocations in the program Table 1 : Information displayed in the node information window.
The visualizer provides the user with a collection of functionalities, listed in Table 2 , that can be accessed from the tree window through mouse buttons, a menu bar, pop-up menus, and keystrokes. Besides allowing the user to highlight nodes with speci c attributes, the mapper also allows the user to specify range queries.
Instead of entering all of the di erent parameters for a query, the user can simply specify the attribute of interest. The visualizer will then map di erent values (or value ranges) of that attribute to display attributes.
For instance, if the user wants to highlight the nodes with di erent thread ids using di erent node colors,
Load
Loads a new trace le and method le for display Mapper Maps a speci c data query (thread id, machine name, method name and so on) to a particular display style (node or arc color, shape and/or size) Find-Next Finds the next node matching the given parameters Zoom Zooms in or out, vertically or horizontally Legend Displays information about the applied mappings Reset
Resets the root of the displayed tree to the original root 1-Level Up Sets the root of the tree to the parent node of the current root (disabled if the root is the original root) Refresh Redraws the tree Exit Exits the visualizer Table 2 : Functionalities provided by the visualizer to aid performance analysis.
the visualizer will automatically assign a new color for each thread id. Without this feature, the user would have to manually create many individual speci c mappings to have the same e ect.
Implementation Details
This section describes the implementation details of the various components of JaViz. Speci cally, the modi cations needed to the JVM to gather the detailed pro le traces are described, along with the clientserver traces, the algorithms used to generate merged traces by resolving RMI calls across JVMs, and the algorithms used to process traces to build the dynamic execution tree. The implementation of the visualizer is also discussed.
Instrumented JVM
The pro ler that comes with the JDK1.1.5 release of Sun's JVM 3] provides limited trace information 1 . It provides only the cumulative time in milliseconds for each caller-callee pair. Moreover, the pro le data do not include any client-server activity. The JVM used in JaViz is modi ed to generate more detailed information for each method call as well as to generate traces of client-server programs that span across multiple JVMs.
In particular, the JVM is instrumented to:
Generate detailed traces of every method call for the program it is executing.
Generate traces to track the client-server interaction for the program in a client-server environment
Detailed trace generation
The trace generation module of the JVM is modi ed to record every invocation of a method using timestamps to show the start and end times of the method with microsecond resolution. Additionally, a thread id is recorded to uniquely identify the thread executing the method. Sun's JDK-1. Since the number of methods called within a program can be quite large, and since each instance of a method generates a trace entry, the amount of trace data generated for a large application would be enormous. Filtering options are provided with the instrumented JVM to reduce the amount of trace data collected. If the \exclude Java library calls" ltering option is enabled, the JVM checks the caller of the current method in the execution stack. If the caller belongs to a java or sun package, which indicates that the caller is a Java library method, the current method is not traced. The second ltering option speci es a list of classes to be traced. For this option, the class hierarchy of the object on which the current method is invoked is checked to see whether it belongs to any of the classes speci ed. If so, the method is traced.
Otherwise, the method invocation is simply ignored.
Client-server trace generation
The Java remote method invocation (RMI) 7] facility allows one JVM to execute a method on another JVM, which may be executing on a physically distributed processor. In Figure 3 , JVM1 and JVM2 are Java
Virtual Machines running on two di erent physical hosts. In this particular case, JVM2 acts as a server while JVM1 acts as a client. Factory Warehouse is a remote object created on JVM2 that is available to JVM1. RMI invocation procedures allow the client object Customer to obtain a reference to the remote object Factory Warehouse. The details of this RMI procedure are beyond the scope of this discussion. The Skel object nally invokes the remote method lookup on the actual remote object Factory Warehouse and returns the result back to the client side Stub method. This then completes the RMI procedure.
To trace client-server activities through RMI, every object to be exported to a remote JVM is given a unique identi er (id) automatically by the server JVM. Similarly, each method that can be remotely invoked in an exported object is also given a unique (within a class) identi er by the RMI module. For every remote method invoked through RMI, JaViz's modi ed JVM records these identi ers at both the client side and the server side. For example, in Figure 3 , Factory Warehouse may be identi ed by id number 25 on the server.
This number will be unique on the server so that the performance analysis tool knows that every remote call to object 25 is always directed to Factory Warehouse. Similarly, if the remote method lookup is given id number 5, the combination of object id 25 and method id 5 will invoke Factory Warehouse.lookup on the server.
To match corresponding entries in the server and client pro les, the modi ed JVM also records the machine (JVM) names. On the client side, the server machine name on which the call was invoked is recorded. On the server side, the client machine name from which the call originated is also recorded. The client side port number of the TCP/IP connection used for the remote call is recorded in both the server and the client pro les. The port number is needed to distinguish between remote calls made to the same server from di erent client JVMs residing on the same physical machine.
The thread identi er (id) of the thread which invoked the remote call is recorded on the client side in order to map the detailed trace entry of the remote method invocation to the corresponding client pro le entry. Similarly, the thread id of the thread where the remote call is received is recorded on the server side.
Finally, the timestamps, which are the time at which the remote call was invoked on the client and the time at which the call was received on the server, are also recorded.
The trace entries in the client and server pro les are shown in Figure 4 for the RMI call Warehouse Instance.lookup() from the client on JVM1 to the server on JVM2 in the example in Figure 3 . The client entry indicates that it is an RMI call to remote object 25 for a method with id 5 on the server running on host cslp62b.cs.umn.edu, which in this particular example is the Factory Warehouse.lookup method on JVM2. The trace information also records the thread id of the thread invoking the RMI, which is 30144624, the port number 4667 of the TCP/IP connection, and the timestamp 1022150658651. The corresponding entry in the server pro le indicates that it is an incoming RMI call from the client on machine cslnt3.cs.umn.edu through port 4667 for the remote method 5 on remote object 25. Thus, the server-side record links back to the entry in the client pro le. The entry also records the thread id 29740592, and the timestamp 1033151850258. Note that the timestamp values at the client and the server are not the same since the clocks in a distributed system are not guaranteed to be synchronized. This, however, does not cause any problem in merging the client and server pro les in the postprocessing step as the merge algorithm depends only on the chronological order of the events, not on the absolute timestamp values, as described in Section 3.2.1.
Postprocessing
The postprocessing step takes the detailed .prf pro le of each JVM along with the .clp and the .svp les, as input. The merge and tree generation substeps process these input les to produce a dynamic execution tree for the desired client or server. The details of these steps are described in the following sections.
Merge Step
The main part of the merge process is to link client calls recorded in the client pro le of a client JVM to the appropriate entry in the server pro le of the remote server JVM where the method was actually executed. To see how the corresponding client and sever side entries are matched, consider a simple scenario where there is one client JVM interacting with one server JVM. In a single threaded application, multiple calls made from the client to the same remote object and method on the server can easily be matched using remote object and remote method ids recorded in the client and server pro le entries. The entries with the same remote object and remote method ids on both sides can be aligned in chronological order and the entries matched in that order. Note that the clocks on the two machines need not be synchronized for this matching to succeed. Instead, the matching process relies only on the relative order of calls within each JVM. Since JVM is multithreaded, however, there could be a second call made to the server from the client through another thread before the rst call even begins, if Java threads are mapped to di erent native threads in the JVM implementation. Thus, the second call may arrive at the server before the rst one. The remote object and remote method ids are not su cient to unambiguously link the appropriate calls in this case.
Consequently, the port number of the TCP/IP connection is used to resolve this ambiguity.
Consider the following sample trace entries from a client side JVM ( rst column) and a server side JVM (second column). The entries are listed in chronological order. The port numbers, port1 and port2, are the client side port identi ers of the TCP/IP connection. Relying only on time ordering to match machine name, method id and object id, the rst entry on the client side would be matched to the rst entry on the server side. However, since their port numbers do not match, the rst entry on the client side is matched to the second entry on the server side. Because there cannot be more than one connection active at a time through a single TCP/IP port, all RMI calls going through the same TCP/IP connection are guaranteed to be time ordered. Furthermore, the TCP/IP port numbers active at the same time on the same physical machine for di erent client JVM processes are guaranteed to be unique. Even though this situation may be rare in a single client scenario, it is not unusual when there are multiple clients running on the same physical host interacting with the same server.
In addition to the matching of corresponding client and server side entries, the entries in the client pro le must be linked to the correct method entries in the detailed pro le of the client JVM. As shown in Figure 3 , all client calls originate from an instance of a Stub class. All method calls in any Stub class are picked up from the detailed pro le and matched with entries in the chronologically ordered client pro le using the method name, the class name, and the thread id. Matching the thread id values is necessary since multiple threads could be active at the same time in a JVM on a multiprocessor machine.
The entries in the server pro le also must be linked to the correct method entries in the detailed pro le of the server JVM. Server side execution of a remote method is initiated by an instance of a Skel class (refer to Figure 3 ) with the invocation of a dispatch method. This dispatch method in turn invokes the desired remote method in the remote object. All dispatch method calls in any Skel class are extracted from the detailed pro le and matched with entries in the chronologically ordered server pro le based on the class name and the thread id. Note that the actual method name on the detailed pro le entry will always be dispatch.
Tree Generation
The execution traces in the .mrg les cannot be directly used to display the call-graph since the trace data do not provide any explicit parent-child links among the method calls. However, the information included in the traces is su cient to build the call-graph. The main goal of the tree generation step is to make the parent-child relationships among the di erent methods in a given .mrg le explicit to thereby build a dynamic execution tree that can readily be used by the visualizer to display the call-graph. The .mrg le lists the start time, end time and thread id of each local method in time order. For remote methods, it also lists the name of the JVM on which the RMI was executed. The .mrg le for this remote JVM must be analyzed to build the portion of the execution tree corresponding to the remote method's execution. The input .mrg le may also contain traces of remote methods invoked by other JVMs but executed on the local JVM. Since these RMI traces are part of a di erent client program's execution, they must be ignored while building the execution tree. Thus, the tree generation algorithm deals with three main issues:
Making the parent-child relationship among method calls explicit.
Incorporating any RMI processing performed for the input .mrg le that appears in other .mrg les.
Excluding the traces for remote methods in the input .mrg le that come from other JVMs.
These algorithms are discussed in detail below.
Determining parent-child relationships This single stack of methods works correctly to determine parent-child relationship as long as the program has a single thread of execution. In a multithreaded application, however, the methods of di erent threads of execution are interleaved in the trace. Thus, it cannot be guaranteed that the parent of the top-most method on the stack is immediately below it. However, with a separate stack for each di erent thread of execution, the above algorithm applies to each stack independently. Thus, the complete stack-based algorithm actually uses multiple stacks, one for each newly created thread, to determine the parent-child relations of the methods.
In the example shown in Figure 5 (a), methods B and C are called by method A and so are the children of method A. Method P is the child of method B. Assuming that all four methods belong to the same thread (with id=1), the corresponding .mrg le will have the entries shown in Figure 5 (b). Figure 6 shows the application of the stack algorithm to the trace in Figure 5 The stack-based algorithm assumes that a parent method does not complete until or after all its children complete. This assumption always holds except for a special case which involves the creation of new threads of execution. In the Java Thread class, two methods are de ned that are used for initiating new threadsthe start method and the run method. To start a new thread object, the caller invokes the thread object's start method. Start then invokes the thread object's run method, which carries out the actual execution of the new thread. In this situation, the initiating thread is the parent of start while start is the parent of run.
However, start merely initiates the run method and often returns before run even begins executing. As a result, the previously described stack-based algorithm cannot determine that start is run's parent since start will be popped o the stack before run is even pushed on to the stack.
To remedy this problem, the start methods are put into a queue and linked to their corresponding run methods. Each time the start time of a start method is encountered, it is inserted in the queue, in addition to the other stack processing. When the start time of a run method is encountered, it is pushed on to its newly created stack, since this is a new thread of execution, and, instead of using the regular preceding element link, it is linked to the head element of the start queue as its parent. Thus, even if start nishes before its corresponding run and so is popped o the stack, the parent-child relationship is still maintained since the queue still holds the parent.
The following is a portion of an execution trace where method A, with thread id = 1, spawns a new thread T, with thread id=2, by invoking T.start(). T.start() subsequently invokes T.run(), which creates the new thread T. Figure 7 shows how the stack-based tree generation algorithm handles this special case of linking run methods to corresponding start methods when the start returns before run even begins. Since the example deals with two di erent threads, the processing uses two stacks, one for thread 1 and the other for thread 2. In a Java application program, execution usually begins with the invocation of the main() method which in turn invokes other methods. Thus, the call-graph of such an application program would have main as the root of the dynamic execution tree with other methods spawning from main. However, the Java runtime system often invokes a number of methods which are not spawned from main or any methods within the program itself. Also, in a client-server environment, it is possible to have a method spawned by a client in the server process. A tree rooted at main will not include such methods since they are not spawned by main. The concept of the Virtual Root, which is the root node of any dynamic execution tree, is introduced to handle such cases. This node ties together main and any other methods that are spawned by the run-time system or by a di erent client/server.
RMI processing
For RMI calls invoked by the input client program, the merged trace for a particular JVM contains an entry with a link to the remote JVM that executed the RMI. This entry, which is identi ed by a Stub method call, contains the server machine name, the remote object name, the remote method name, the id of the thread which executed the remote method, and the RMI timestamp. The server machine name can be used to identify the corresponding .mrg le that needs to be processed. Within the remote trace le, the appropriate RMI entry is identi ed by matching the remote object name, the remote method name, the thread id, and the timestamp values obtained earlier from the client pro le. The RMI traces are collected from the remote le until the end timestamp of the remote method is encountered. However, any methods that started before the RMI began and nished before the RMI returned are not included since these are part of the pro le of the server executing the RMI call. Figure 8 shows the .mrg le entries for an RMI call from a client on machine 1 to a server on machine 2.
The RMI call on the client machine, which is identi ed by the StockApplet Stub.update call, is determined to be served by the StockApplet Skel.dispatch method on machine 2. Thus, the tree generation process jumps to the .mrg le of machine 2 and nds the appropriate RMI entry, which is identi ed by the StockApplet Skel.dispatch call and by matching the thread id and the timestamp. Once in this le, it processes all entries until the end timestamp of StockApplet Skel.dispatch (id = 1664) is found. However, method call A on machine 2 started before method 1664 and, hence, cannot be part of the RMI. Thus, when the RMI traces are processed, the entry corresponding to A is ignored.
Excluding traces of other programs
In the input client trace le, there may be entries for RMI traces, identi ed by Skel method entries that were remotely executed on this JVM. Since these traces are part of an RMI call for another client, they belong to the execution tree of that other client program. Hence, they should be excluded when building the execution tree for the current program. However, there may be method calls that started after the execution of the RMI but did not end before the RMI returned. These methods are part of the current pro le and so should be included. Thus, when a Skel method call is encountered, instead of excluding all of the method calls within the boundary of the Skel call, the method calls that started before, but nished within its boundary, are included in the call-graph. In the example shown in Figure 8 , if machine 2 is the client being processed, then the entries corresponding to the RMI call within the boundary of method 1664 will be ignored. However, method A, which started before the RMI but completed within its boundary, must be included as it is part of the input client. 
Visualizer
The visualizer takes the .jta le and the corresponding .mth le as its inputs. Since it processes the execution tree in the .jta le in a top-down manner, it needs to retrieve the root node rst. The root node, which is the Virtual Root that ties together all of the rst level calls, is stored at the end of the .jta le since it is the last method to nish. Thus, the visualizer opens the .jta le and jumps directly to the last record in the le to retrieve the root node information. Each node in the .jta le contains pointers to its last child and its previous sibling, and a count of the number of children it has. After reading this root node, the visualizer knows the location of the last child of the root and the total number of children it has. The visualizer then initiates a loop to jump from child node to child node following the previous sibling links.
While traversing the nodes, it gathers all the pertinent information for each node. Once all the children of the root are traversed, they are displayed.
The visualizer initially displays only the rst level of the tree since the .jta le may contain a large number of nodes. Traversing all of them while keeping each node's information in memory could be quite time-consuming and may overload the memory. Once the root and its children are displayed, the visualizer allows the user to expand and explore the tree by clicking on the displayed nodes or by using a keyboard navigation technique developed for this purpose.
To minimize the I/O overhead between the visualizer and the .jta and .mth les, ags are added to the nodes to di erentiate, for instance, between a node that is not loaded in memory and a node that is already loaded but not yet displayed. In the latter case, the ag will indicate that an I/O to the .jta le is not necessary if the user clicks on its parent to open the node and will thus save processing time.
The visualizer's mapper function o ers the user the ability to manually construct queries through a control panel. The visualizer maintains a list of queries to be processed in memory. When the user enters a query through the control panel, it is added to this query list. When a query is applied, the visualizer scans the list of queries to check whether a query matches the node's data. If a match is found, the node is displayed with the parameters speci ed by the query. The process is repeated for each node until all matching nodes are displayed.
The visualizer also provides a Find-Next capability to allow the user to search through the dynamic execution tree for a speci c node matching some given characteristics. Find-Next uses a depth-rst search to locate and select the nodes. It moves from node to node comparing the node's data with the given query and stopping when it locates a node that matches the user's query. It resumes when the user again clicks the Find-Next button. Find-Next can start from either the current node or from the root node. When the current node is selected as the starting point, only the subtree below the node is searched. Otherwise, the entire tree is searched.
Example
An RMI-based synthetic Java client-server program is used as an example to demonstrate how JaViz works.
The program uses multiple servers with each server invoking a remote call to the next server. As shown in Figure 9 , a client initially invokes a remote method (remoteFoo) on Server 1. Server 1 in turn invokes the remote method on Server 2. This process continues until the remote call reaches a termination server. While this example is overly simpli ed, it clearly demonstrates the possibilities of more complex visualizations. The example Java code consists of two classes -BeaconClient and BeaconServer. BeaconServer contains method main(). This node has four nodes stemming from it representing four method calls invoked by main.
The rst two deal with RMI security. The third calls the Naming.lookup method to nd the server and initialize the appropriate Stub. The fourth method invoked by main() is the remoteFoo() method, which is the currently selected node in Figure 10 . The Method Name eld in the node information window in Figure 10 indicates that this method is invoked on the BeaconServer Stub object. The BeaconServer Stub itself invokes several other methods that set up the RMI connection to the server. The fth method called by remoteFoo() is the Unicast.invoke() method whose node information is shown in Figure 11 . This method creates the actual invocation on the remote machine. Following the call-graph down leads to the child node of Unicast.invoke named BeaconServer Skel.dispatch(), which is the node corresponding to method call in Figure 12 . This node contains a di erent thread number than its parent since the method was invoked on a separate JVM running a di erent thread. This di erence can be seen by applying the JVM ID option in the visualizer's mapper, which results in method calls on di erent JVMs displayed in di erent colors, as shown in Figure 10 . The dispatch method calls four methods to obtain the parameters that are passed to it. It then invokes the BeaconServer.remoteFoo method located on the current server. The remoteFoo method eventually calls the BeaconServer Stub.remoteFoo, which is the remoteFoo method of the next server. This process is repeated two more times until it eventually reaches the last (i.e., termination) server. A total of four JVM's are used, one for the client and one for each of the three servers. These four unique JVMs can be distinguished by the four di erent node colors used to represent them in the full call-graph (not shown here).
To visualize how the RMI calls are handled on the server side, we need to apply the tree generation step on the merged trace le of the particular server (e.g. s1.mrg) and then load the corresponding .jta le in the visualizer. In the example used, the servers merely execute the RMI call that was initiated by the client and then forwarded to each successive server. Thus, most of each server's execution becomes part of the client pro le. The call-graph for a server itself contains two method calls corresponding to the RMI in addition to the execution tree under its main() method. Viewing the rst server's execution tree (corresponding to the le s1.jta) shows the calls handled by the server for the client's RMI call. The server call-graph is shown in Figure 13 . The rst two nodes correspond to the client's RMI call and contain their own separate thread number (shown in a di erent color in Figure 13 ).
The third node is the main() method executed when the server is rst started. The RMI call was invoked by the client on the server and, hence, the nodes related to the RMI call are shown as the children of the Virtual Root and not as part of main()'s tree. The ordering of the called methods (from left to right) under a caller in the call-graph is determined by the time the callee nished. Even though main() started before the methods related to the RMI started, the RMI calls nished before main(). Thus, the RMI nodes appear before main() in the call-graph.
Conclusion
A Java performance analysis tool has been developed that provides execution traces of much ner granularity than existing tools. Additionally, it has the ability to trace multiple threads of execution and method calls (i.e., RMIs) that span multiple JVMs. Besides identifying program hot-spots, the ne granularity of the traces allows program developers to determine whether method execution times have high or low variances and whether method execution times vary with the caller's context and parameters. The traces for di erent threads provide a means for analyzing multithreaded applications and RMI traces making it possible to identify hot-spots in client-server based applications. JaViz appears to be very useful as a performance analysis tool for the development of large client-server based Java applications, such as those built on the IBM San Francisco framework. JaViz provides an easy-to-use interface with some useful capabilities, such as applying speci c queries and nding method calls with speci c parameters, to analyze the execution tree.
It also provides the user with the ability to control what method calls are to be traced through a ltering interface.
We are currently enhancing the features available in JaViz to make it more useful for performance analysis. To provide users more control over what to trace, we are designing other ltering options, such as specifying \what not to trace" (as well as \what to trace") and specifying wild card options, such as \trace all com.ibm.sf.gf.* method calls". With more ltering options available, we can further reduce the size of the trace data generated. This reduction improves the processing time of later steps in the JaViz tool set to reduce the performance perturbation introduced by JaViz. We also plan to add a visual interface to JaViz which will allow the users to specify tracing options more easily.
Additional information will be incorporated into the visualizer window to enhance the visualization process. Currently, statistics generated on a per method basis are not displayed. These statistics will be added to the node information window so that users can analyze the current method call in the context of its maximum, minimum and average execution times. Another feature that would be useful in a large tree is to pop-up the call-graph back up the tree for a selected node so that the user can readily visualize the path taken from the root to reach the current method call. This feature is planned for the next version of JaViz.
With further enhancements, we hope to make JaViz a truly useful performance analysis tool for large-scale Java application program development.
